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Showering & Bathing Solutions

Tip Up Shower Seat Range

Made in the UK

TUW13BL shown with Sandwell tray and enclosure

Tip Up Shower Seat Range
Showering solutions for home, leisure
and caring environments
The Chiltern Invadex range of tip up shower seats offer a safe and hygienic showering solution for those who
are wheelchair dependent or have difficulty standing through showering.
The standard range comprises over 20 seat

In addition to the standard range, bespoke seats

variations, including horseshoe and aperture

can be produced to suit users with specific needs.

designs to aid washing.

This includes height, width and aperture alterations.

Manufactured with legs as standard, shower

The robust design can safely withstand a maximum

seats are available with optional armrests and

user weight of upto 31 stone (200kg). Subject to

backrest to provide additional comfort and security.

wall construction.

Standard Range

TUW18 Nylon reinforced PVC

TUW13BL Flat padded seat

Padded Horseshoe
TUW13LSH Small
TUW13LMH Medium
TUW13LLH Large

Padded Aperture
TUW13ALSAP Small
TUW13ALMAP Medium
TUW13ALLAPLarge

TUW14L Extra width padded bench 860mm
TUW15L Extra width padded bench 600mm
(horseshoe and aperture seat options
available)
TUW19 Nylon reinforced PVC
with backrest and folding arms

TUW19P Flat padded seat
with backrest and folding arms
(horseshoe and aperture seat
options available)

Each seat is supplied with non-slip adjustable feet
The intuitive tip up design allows shower seats to fold

which can be used to vary the seat height (at the

neatly against the wall when not in use providing an ideal

time of fixing).

solution for multi-use bathing areas.
Standard models are supplied with legs which can
be fitted to provide a seat height of between
458mm and 509mm.
At the time of order legs can be requested which
allow height adjustment of between either 407mm
to 458mm or 509mm to 560mm.

Shower seats are provided fully assembled and are
easily fixed to virtually any wall construction.

407-458
458-509
509-560

An optional Surefix wall mounting kit (part number
CHSFX) has been developed allowing safe and secure
installation to timber studwork and soft blockwork.

Adjustable feet can also be used to stablise the
It is important to remember that a wall mounted shower

seat on uneven flooring.

seat is only as secure as the wall mountings and the
wall to which it will be fixed. We recommend that if
consulted.

Safety
Designed and tested with user safety in mind,
the Chiltern Invadex range of shower seats
meets the robust safety requirements of BS EN
12182

TUW18 shown with wet floor installation

there is any doubt a reputable builder/installer is
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Chiltern Invadex (UK) Ltd
126 Churchill Road
Bicester
Oxfordshire
OX26 4XD
Tel: 01869 365500
Fax: 01869 365588
E-mail: sales@chilterninvadex.co.uk
Web: www.chilterninvadex.co.uk
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Overseas enquiries
Tel: 0044 1869 365500
Fax: 0044 1869 365588
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Installation
Chiltern Invadex are able to offer an
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installation service if required. Please
contact our service department for a

Padded Horseshoe

quotation on 01869 365500 Opt 3.
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Flat Padded
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A range of shower enclosures, cubicles
and shower commode chairs are also
available, to obtain a brochure please
contact customer services on 01869
365500 Opt 1 or
email sales@chilterninvadex.co.uk.
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TUW19 shown with Impressions enclosure
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FM 553189
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